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Yersinia entomophaga is a naturally occurring, Gram negative insect pathogen, first isolated from the diseased larvae of the New 

Zealand grass grub C. zealandica a decade ago [1]. Its main virulence determinant is YenTc, a heterogenous 2.4 MDa toxin complex 

that is a prototypical example of the ABC or Tc family of predominantly insecticidal toxins. YenTc is unique amongst members of 

this family, in that it is the only member of this class of toxins characterised to date that has a broad target host range, and which 

exhibits potent oral activity towards susceptible hosts without relying on a nematode symbiont for delivery. This has positioned 

YenTc as a potentially high value target for the development of novel biopesticides based on this class of toxins. 

Previous work from our lab has yielded structures of the pore-forming A component determined by cryo-EM [2,3], the toxin-

encapsulating BC cage [4] of YenTc determined by X-ray crystallography, as well as the co-expressed chitinase enzymes Chi1 and 

Chi2 also determined by X-ray crysatllography [4,5], the latter of which we show are structurally incorporated into the complex. 

Moreover, these chitinases exhibit significant structural mobility and appear to play a role in glycan recognition at the host cell 

surface. Our most recent work has led to the determination (using cryo-EM) of structures for the complete YenTc holotoxin assembly 

in both pre-pore and pore states. Comparing these structures to those of related toxins (primarily derived from the nematode 

symbiont Photorhabdus luminescens), has helped us to elucidate the overall mechanism of toxin packaging, translocation and 

delivery. We used the knowledge derived from these structures to guide a Hidden Markov Model-based bioinformatic analysis that led 

to the identification of more than 800 putative toxin complexes in diverse bacterial genome sequences. Phylogenetic analysis of these 

putative toxins led us to conclude that ABC toxins cluster into 4 subtypes, and illuminate a model for the evolution of these subtypes 

in response to host adaptation. Finally, as part of this analysis, we identified an orphan subunit located outside the pathogenicity island 

of YenTc, and solved the structure of the cytotoxic effector encoded within this subunit using X-ray crystallography. This is, to our 

knowledege, the first cytotoxic effector associated with an ABC toxin to have it's structure determined. 
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